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Before designing a building for a vulnerable site, characterize the impact of
potential hazards.
The interaction of human activity with natural hazards makes our communities
vulnerable, placing human life and property, our buildings and infrastructure – the built
environment, the full range of human activity at risk of potential damage from the impact
of such hazards.
Architects, and other building-design and construction professionals have a
professional obligation of knowing and understanding what vulnerability is, how
damage occurs during hazard events, and how to mitigate the potential for
damage to the built environment and supporting infrastructure from recurring
impacts.
The occasion of the 2010 AIA Annual Convention and the visit to the Disaster Survival
House in Deerfield Beach, Florida offers an opportunity for sharing empirical knowledge
acquired over many years of observing damage caused by the impact of natural
hazards, by conducting vulnerability assessment studies in numerous locations here in
Florida and internationally, by consulting and conducting applied research on mitigating
the potential for damage through design criteria and construction methods, and also by
teaching graduate-level courses of vulnerability assessment and hazard mitigation for
sixteen years at two universities in Florida.
Defining key terms
An effective initial step in fostering proper dialog on the characterization of impact as a
prerequisite for designing hazard-resistant buildings is to define key terms to be used
including the following: the shortest possible definition within the context of this dialog is
used in each case:


HAZARD = source of damage



VULNERABILITY = exposure to hazards



DAMAGE = adverse hazard consequence



MITIGATION = damage reduction



HAZARD EVENT = actual occurrence of a hazard



RISK = probability of impact by hazard event
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We inhabit a hazardous Earth
We inhabit a hazardous Earth where the byproducts of natural and anthropogenic
processes carry the capabilities for causing potential damage at global, regional,
national and local scales. The interaction of human activity with hazards results in the
vulnerability of humankind, creating the risk of loss of life, structural, economic, political
and social damage as well as incalculable human suffering.

This vulnerability has placed humankind in an accelerating cycle of conflict and crisis.
Human societies have been for a long time and continue to be in conflict with nature,
and must as a result continuously confront various degrees of crisis situations at a
number of locations worldwide. The fact that humankind has emerged as a force
capable of generating positive feedback to affect, modify, natural systems, may
exacerbate this cycle on conflict and crisis.
Datasets maintained by international organizations, such as the United Nations and the
International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies, as well the private
sector offer a wealth of information illustrating what has been stated before. Such data
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reveal that in an average span of ten years natural hazards may cause worldwide
damage measured as follows:

Total population affected:

1.8 to 2.6 billion

Total people killed:

700K to 1.0 million

Total cost of damage:

US$ 700 billion (2009 currency)

This is a steep price to pay for our vulnerability; especially when considering this cost is
substantially higher when we add other damage factors such as: (a) the value of
services not provided because of loss of government functions, (b) economic losses
resulting from businesses shutting down, (c) the human and economic costs associated
with displacement of population and economic activity, (d) indirect and consequential
damages including physical and mental health problems, and (e) the social cost of
adverse human effects such as spousal abuse, family disruption, alcoholism, substance
abuse, post-stress syndrome and others.
If humankind’s vulnerability, damage caused by natural hazards and the huge cost paid
for these impacts are the norm, it is critical we answer the many questions that arise
including the following:

•

Why is it that with each new disaster we find that many
were surprised by the power of nature?

•

Why damages are often repeated?

•

Why did warning signals go unheeded?

•

Why were expert studies and research findings ignored?

•

Why do many blame someone else for a disaster, but
avoid taking responsibility for any of it?

In the aftermath of a disaster it is also not uncommon to find existing emergency plans
that were inadequate for the levels of vulnerability at the impacted region, or that parts
of the plan were not actually implemented on a timely or effective basis, an almost total
absence of mitigation measures applied in the design and construction of buildings and
infrastructure, the belief that having insurance or merely complying with the minimum
requirements of building codes is all that is needed in vulnerable regions. In this regard
it is important to consider that calls for education on the topics of vulnerability and
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mitigation, as well as calls for stricter norms and regulations to reduce the potential for
damage to the affected communities are also common occurrences after disaster
events.
Classes and Characteristics of Vulnerability
Before tackling the even more important question of: what can architects and other
building design professionals do regarding the vulnerability of the built environment? It
is important to have a clear understanding of what vulnerability is and what are its
principal characteristics?
Toward that understanding building design practitioners need to differentiate between
two classes of vulnerability: (a) Absolute vulnerability, and (b) Relative vulnerability.
Absolute vulnerability is that which results strictly from the geographic location of a
place or project site and the natural processes that affect it. For example projects to be
located in most regions of California or Japan will be in absolute terms vulnerable to
earthquakes, and projects located in coastal regions of Florida will be vulnerable to
hurricanes, also in absolute terms. Absolute vulnerability is beyond any form of human
control.
Relative vulnerability is that which depends on the hazards to which a place or site may
be exposed to and the role of locally-specific natural or human factors that may modify
their impacts. Some degree of human control is possible with respect to this class of
vulnerability.
It is also critical for architects and engineers to understand that vulnerability has three
key characteristics, as follows:
Vulnerability is interactive:
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This means that the capacity of a hazard as a source of potential damage and actions
taken by the vulnerable community as a receptor of damage actually affect each other.
So in reality vulnerability is a two-way street the eventual level of damage from the
impact of a hazard is affected by the interaction of the hazard and the community’s
defenses.
Vulnerability is dynamic: which basically means the vulnerability of a community will
change over time in response to changes in the community itself and/or cycles of
variability in the natural processes that generate hazards affecting the community.

For example: an increase in population in a given community will lead to more housing
development, construction of commercial buildings, added infrastructure. More
urbanization, which in turn means there will be more people, structures and things of
value at risk.
Similarly, demographic changes where the make-up of the population of a community
changes over time
or the construction of new protective structures will also lead to changes in
vulnerability.
From a practical standpoint what this means is that the vulnerability of a place or site
needs to be reassessed periodically to gauge how it may have changed over time.
Architects and engineers will do well by availing themselves of a current assessment of
vulnerability for a project site before establishing design criteria and other parameters
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such as materials and methods of construction, for the building or facility to be built
there.
Vulnerability is shared: perhaps more important than the previous two is the
characteristic that makes vulnerability a shared concern for all residents in a vulnerable
community. What this means is that even if the impact of a hazard on a vulnerable
community may be greater in one district than another, all residents in the community
will be directly, indirectly or consequentially affected to some degree.

Another way of looking at this is that in a vulnerable community whatever action or lack
thereof by any members of such community affects all residents in said community. No
one really has the luxury of saying “it doesn’t affect me, so why should I care?”
For architects and engineers knowing and understanding these characteristics of
vulnerability equips them with tools for a planning and design process that will
effectively address the vulnerability of a project site.
Hazards and Damage
Knowledge and understanding of vulnerability must be complemented with knowledge
and understanding of hazards, specifically natural hazards, and the concept of damage.
Relative to natural hazards building design professionals need to know and understand
that these phenomena all have damage component, meaning elements that are capable
of causing direct damage to the built environment as well as the natural environment
upon impact. Consequently it is essential for architects and engineers to know not only
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what the damage components of a specific hazard are, but also how each one of these
can cause damage upon impacting a building or facility.
Understanding how damage takes place requires knowledge of the process of causality
or the cause and effect that leads to damage. Causality goes to the sequence of events
that result in damage; what happens first? What is the immediate consequence of this?
What happens next? And so forth until there is a clear understanding of the path and
sequence leading to direct damage, and if there was any indirect damage and, over
time, any consequential damage from the impact of a hazard.
There are three key steps toward this understanding. The first such step is to know what
the damage components of a specific hazard are. For example:
Earthquakes: going from the generic to the specific seismic waves can be listed as
damage components of earthquakes; further analysis however will lead to acceleration
of gravity, as another key damage component of earthquakes. To these we can add soil
liquefaction, ground fracture, harmonic resonance, also lateral and/or vertical ground
displacement as other damage components of earthquakes.
Hurricanes: again proceeding from the generic to the specific most everyone knows that
wind and water are key causes of direct damage during hurricanes. Architects and
engineers however must be more specific than this, by answering the question: what is
it about wind and water that causes direct damage upon impact on a building?
Responding to this leads to wind-velocity pressure, which can be positive or negative,
and hydrodynamic pressure from storm surge as well as hydrostatic pressure from
flooding, as damage component of hurricanes. To these we can add wind vortices,
wave impact, flying debris, floating debris, extreme rain, wind-driven rain, lightning, and
occasionally tornadoes as other damage components during hurricanes.
The second step in this learning process is to understand that damage components
cause direct damage by applying external loads to buildings as they interact with them.
This in turn requires the ability to measure or quantify these loads, and also the ability to
visualize and understands what effects take place as a building interacts with one or
more damage components of a hazard.
The third step is to know and identify factors that have the capacity for modifying the
impact of a hazard, meaning its damage components, on a building on a site-specific
basis, which are therefore known as impact modifiers. These impact modifiers may be
natural features affecting the hazards such as in the case of hurricanes topography,
bathymetry or ground cover, or man-made features or structures such as flood walls, or
surge deflectors, or storm shutters. When these man-made elements are integral to the
design and construction of a building they are also known as performance modifiers,
which among others include building shape, continuity of building envelope and others.
The learning and understanding process described above can be enhanced both by
empirical knowledge gained from direct observation of damage caused by the impact of
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a hazard, and by visualizing the interaction of a building with the various damage
component of a hazard.
Interaction of Buildings with Wind: following are a few simplified illustration to help
visualize some of the effects on a building as it interacts with wind during a hurricane:

Positive Wind-velocity Pressure. The wind pushes on the
building, applying positive pressure.

Negative (suction) Wind-velocity Pressure. To get over
and around a building the wind speeds up, which lowers
pressure creating suction applying negative pressure.

Drag. As wind flows over and around a building it “tries to
pull along” parts of the building envelope, generating a drag
effect.
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Buffeting. Often the wind flow as it interacts with a building
is turbulent, which buffets or rocks the structure, just as it
happens with an airplane encountering turbulence.

Vibration. Long flat roof can actually vibrate in a sinusoidal
mode under the effects of the wind. This effect can be quite
destructive when harmonic resonance is induced.

Leveling-off. The force of the wind rushing over and around
a building wants to shear-off any portion that projects above
or beyond the larger plane of the building envelope.
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Vortices. When wind hits the corner of a building at the roof
line from a certain angle vortices that propagate upward
along roof lines can occur, which are quite destructive.

Wind-cupping, stagnation. As wind flows around a building
certain features of the building envelope promote ‘windcupping’ and ‘stagnation’. When this happens highly
turbulent flow is generated, which can be quite damaging.

Several wind effects happening simultaneously. The wind
is pushing [applying positive pressure] on some surfaces
while at the same time it applies suction [negative pressure]
to others. This is a typical condition during hurricanes.
Negative pressure on the roof generates uplift forces that
literally try to pull the building out of the ground.
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Interaction of Buildings with Water: with the other generic damage component of
hurricanes being water, architects and building design professionals must become
familiar with what happens when a building interacts with storm surge or flooding during
hurricanes in order to understand what types of loads are generated, that could cause
damage as the act of a building.
Toward this end following are a few simplified illustrations showing the interaction of
buildings with water and identifying the specific loads, the damage components that are
generated in each case:

Wave action parameters. This figure shows a highly
idealized and simplified cross section of wave action over
near shore conditions. The simple equations provide rules of
thumb for calculating wave height and breaking wave height
as a function of Stillwater depth near shore.

Effects of bathymetry and slope on wave action: As the
ocean current, or storm surge, approach the shoreline the
interaction of water with the coastal slope affects the
characteristics of the current and waves. Shallow bathymetry
and low slope results in low wave height and considerable
inland penetration by the current.
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Effects of bathymetry and slope on wave action: Deeper
waters and a steeper coastal slope generates higher waves
and reduced inland penetration by the current.

Storm surge: hydrodynamic pressure. As the storm surge
generated by a hurricane comes on shore, the rushing water
impacting a buildings applies an external load to it known as
hydrodynamic pressure, which has a huge capacity for
causing damage,

Wave action: wave impact loads. As storm surge comes
on shore it rides above the astronomical tide and wave action
continues above it as wind energy is transferred to the water.
As waves break against a building, their height is increased
more than 50% over normal waves and wave impact loads
act on the building.
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A damage components can act
Several water-generated
simultaneously on a building. This idealized plan view of a
building shows hydrodynamic pressure, floating-debris
impact, drag, negative hydrodynamic pressure [suction], and
downstream vortices or eddies. All of these can cause
considerable structural damage.

Coastal flooding: hydrostatic pressure. Storm surge
overtopping a coastal ridge and/or extreme rain during
hurricanes can leas to coastal flooding; rising water rather
than rushing water. These rising standing waters apply an
external load known as hydrostatic pressure to the building.
A water-logged saturated ground is also capable of applying
hydrostatic pressure to buildings.

A Case Study: hurricane damage components in action: from the above simplified
illustrations and idealized representations of damage components acting on a building it
is clear that the impact of a natural hazard on a building generates a complex
interaction marked by collateral or sequential events, all of which have the capacity for
causing damage. It is also clear that such interaction and effects may vary due to the
influence of location-specific external or integral factors that act as impact modifiers or
performance modifiers.
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Given such complexity, a good way to illustrate what happens to buildings during such
hazard events is by reviewing graphical information from an actual event.
The one illustrated below is from Cancun, Mexico, which may be as vulnerable to
tropical cyclones as South Florida is. Cancun also shares several characteristics with
South Florida including its topography, geology, type of coastal urban environment, and
its emphasis on tourism as an economic driver for the region.
Cancun was originally a barrier island off the coast of Quintana Roo state in Mexico’s
Yucatan peninsula, which in 1974 was connected to the mainland at its southern and
northern ends by way on land bridges, during a project designed to open Mexico to
international tourism by way of the Caribbean. The result was the creation of a hotel and
tourism strip along the original coastline and on both land bridges, and a lagoon
separating these from the mainland.

© 1998 Ricardo A. Alvarez

2005 NASA
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Cancun was hit by category 5 hurricane Gilbert in 1988, when it has approximately
9,000 hotel rooms. The area was hit again, this time by a high category 4 hurricane
Wilma in 2005, when it had grown to more than 30,000 hotel rooms and its tourism
infrastructure had expanded for several miles along the coastal region to the south in
what is now known as the ‘Maya Riviera’. In between such major impacts Cancun and
neighboring areas have been hit several times by hurricanes throughout the years. The
vulnerability of Cancun and the larger region to hurricanes is illustrated by the map
below, which shows the tracks of tropical cyclones from category 1 through 5 that had
hit over a period of 120 years through 2006.

120 years of tropical cyclone activity.a,b This map shows the
tracks of all known tropical cyclones to have made landfall in the
state of Quintana Roo, in Mexico or that have tracked close
enough to have impacted the state even without having made
landfall from 1886 through 2006.
a

Alvarez, R.A., Paraiso Protegido, 2008, Cancun, QROO, Mexico
NOAA, Tropical Cyclones of the North Atlantic Ocean 1851-2006, 2009,
Asheville, NC 28801-5001
b

Within the context of this clear vulnerability of Cancun to tropical cyclones it is important
to assess the character of the urban environment in the coastal resort area; this means
evaluating the type of construction, height of buildings, materials of construction,
location of buildings relative to the coastline. Equally important is to assess what
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changes in design criteria and construction methods, if any, were implemented after the
category 5 hurricane impact of 1988 and/or after the cat 4 impact of 2005.

© 1998 Ricardo A. Alvarez

The aerial photograph above, from the perspective of the southern tip of the resort area,
shows the typical reinforced concrete high-rise construction sited as close as possible to
the waterline that prevailed in Cancun in 1988, and which showed little change from
what existed in 1988 when the resort was demolished by the impact of category 5
hurricane Gilbert.

© 1998 Ricardo A. Alvarez
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In the preceding photos notice the use of retention walls on the beach to keep the sand
in place and protect the site and grounds of this hotel built on the water-ward slope of
the natural dune. Also notice the interior view of the central space of a multistory hotel
that was crowned by a large pyramidal skylight designed to allow natural light inside for
effect, and to allow the growing of natural vegetation along the balconies facing the
central space.

© 1998 Ricardo A. Alvarez

© 1998 Ricardo A. Alvarez

Both of the above views of Cancun as it was in 1998 show hotels built on the water side
of the natural dune, and the use of retention walls to ‘protect’ the grounds against the
action of tides and waves and perhaps storm surge in the event of hurricane impacts.
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This photo, looking west, shows a ten-story tower, part of a complex of several similar
buildings, built right on the beach. This one is sited on the north land-bridge created in
1974 to link the island of Cancun to the mainland. Because this land was artificially
created by dredging and filling, basically reclaiming land from the sea, there is no
natural dune. The only acknowledgement of its vulnerability is that the ground floor is
elevated about 2 meters above mean sea level.
From the building above looking east there is a view of the extension of the northern
land bridge and the extreme northern end, known as Punta Cancun, of the original
island of Cancun in the distance. Most if not all of the buildings on the land bridge
shown here are built on sites 1.5 to 2 meters above mean sea level. With an
astronomical tide range of ± 0.60 meter and the potential for storm surges of 3 to 4
meters, the relative vulnerability of this built environment is clear.

© Ricardo A. Alvarez
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Cancun is hit by hurricane Wilma in 2005: in late October 2005 tropical storm Wilma
formed in the western Caribbean and quickly strengthened to major hurricane force,
reaching and intensity of category 5 just prior to impacting the island of Cozumel just a
few kilometers to the southeast of Cancun.
The storm was a strong category 4 hurricane when it made a second landfall just south
of Cancun, generating a storm surge of 4.5 meters on the eastern side of Cancun,
where the major hotel strip is, and dumping over 1350 mm of rain as it meandered over
the region for more than 48 hours before exiting over the northern tip of the Yucatan
and aiming for South Florida where it caused large damage a few days later.

2005 NOAA

The impact of a major hurricane such as Wilma on major urban area such as Cancun
presented an opportunity for acquiring invaluable empirical data on the causes of
damage to the built environment, and the performance of various types of buildings and
building components under the impact of hurricane damage components, as well the
role of impact modifiers that may have been present at the time.
This hazard event also offered a great opportunity for visualizing the interaction of
specific buildings with damage components of known magnitudes, and for linking the
same to actual damage as recorded in the aftermath of the impact.
The value of this kind of knowledge gathering and visualization in the context of an
actual hazard event is that it is real, and it is something that can not be replicated
experimentally or analytically given the number of variables at play simultaneously.
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Empirical knowledge gained from these types of exercises provide an invaluable
foundation for characterizing the impact of hurricanes, meaning their various damage
components, on specific types of buildings and locations.
Wilma Damage on Cancun: following are a number of pictures recording some of the
damage caused by Wilma in 2005.

© 2005 Ricardo A. Alvarez

© 2005 Ricardo A. Alvarez

It is important to compare what is shown on the pictures above with those shown before
on pages 17 – 19 depicting Cancun as it existed in 1998. Some of the buildings on
these photos are also shown of the photos from 1998. The most obvious damage from
the vantage point of these photos is the total loss of the beach, and damage to exterior
infrastructure. While in most cases the retention walls did protect the building grounds
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they also contributed to the destruction of the beach by reflecting the energy of the
waves and storm surge during the hurricane.

© 2005 Ricardo A. Alvarez

© 2005 Ricardo A. Alvarez

© 2005 Ricardo A. Alvarez

© 2005 Ricardo A. Alvarez

© 2005 Ricardo A. Alvarez
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Photos on the preceding page show other damage in Cancun from the hurricane Wilma
event in 2005. One of the pictures shows part of a retention wall that totally failed as it
was undermined by storm surge, which lead to beach erosion and the eventual damage
seen here. Also shown is a skylight atop the central atrium of a high-rise hotel with most
of its panels blown away by uplift pressures.

© 2005 Ricardo A. Alvarez

This picture shows interior damage on the ground floor of a building in Cancun caused
mainly by storm surge during hurricane Wilma.

© 2005 Ricardo A. Alvarez

Above picture shows interior damage due to breaching of the building envelope by
wind-velocity pressure followed by wind penetrating the building. This damage of what
was seen in the upper floors of most high-rise buildings in the area.
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Applying the Knowledge. What does it all mean?
What this means is that there is a wealth of knowledge, theoretical as well as empirical,
which can be used by architects and other design professionals to reduce the potential
for damage from the impact of hazards on the built environment by designing hazardresistant buildings.
If the above is true, why is it then that we keep seeing the same type of damage being
repeated, often at the same location, with each new hazard event? It is clear that merely
having this knowledge is not enough; something needs to change in how architects and
engineers approach the design and construction of buildings in vulnerable communities.
One of the first things that needs to change is the prevalent and widespread view,
among many architects and building design practitioners, that all that is required to
establish design criteria is to comply with the minimum requirements of applicable
building codes.
In a region like southeast Florida where the High Velocity Hurricane Zone section of the
Florida Building Code is the strictest code for hurricane design in the nation, just
meeting the building code in establishing design criteria for a new building in a coastal
location will still result in a building not capable to sustain the impact of a high category
3, or category 4 or 5 hurricanes without suffering major damage, and also in a building
susceptible to damage from the impact of flying debris during major hurricanes and also
woefully inadequate to withstand hydrodynamic pressure and wave impact from storm
surge. Clearly it is not enough to just comply with the building code, even if it is the
strictest hurricane code in the country.
A possible new and more effective approach needs to include vulnerability assessment
and the evaluation of mitigation alternatives as critical components of the design
process.
A preferable and more comprehensive new approach is to include characterization of
impact in addition to vulnerability assessment and hazard mitigation as critical
components of the design process for hazard-resistant buildings.
Characterizing the Impact
Characterization of impact is a required components of vulnerability assessment, which
allows an analyst or building designer to quantify the potential for damage to a building
from the impact of specific natural hazards, to set a foundation for establishing design
criteria and related parameters to build a hazard-resistant building.
Without completing the vulnerability assessment and required characterization of impact
it is impossible for a building-design professional to determine how the building will
perform once it is built, when subjected to the impact of hurricanes or other natural
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hazards which may from time to time affect the specific location of the building, even
when all requirements of the building code are complied with.
Following below is a reproduction of an abstract for a paper presented at a major
hazards conference in 2009, which summarizes the importance of using
characterization of impact as a tool for building design in vulnerable communities:

A critical aspect of the process of characterization of impact is to consider how other
factors, such as specific design characteristics of a proposed or existing building, may
influence, shape or otherwise affect the outcome of the interaction of the building with
the damage components of a hazard.
Relative to hurricane design characteristics to be considered include:
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Structural integrity



Structural redundancy



Centricity of structure



Symmetry of building shape



Continuity of building envelope



Integrity of the building envelope



Effectiveness of envelope-structure connections



Avoidance of wind catchers



Minimization of wind sails



Avoidance of wind tunnels

Other Considerations for the Design of Hazard-resistant Buildings:
The proposed approach to designing hazard-resistant buildings can re rounded-up by
giving consideration to the fact that many hazards and their damage components have
been changing, and will continue to change, as they are affected by various natural
processes.
An example of this is storm surge and its associated wave impact, two of the most
damaging components of hurricanes, which are being exacerbated by global warming
and sea level rise.
Relative to this it is essential to consider that higher sea levels translate into higher
(deeper) storm surge during hurricanes, which leads to increased wave height and
faster flow, all of which result in higher loads from hydrodynamic pressure, wave impact
and floating debris applied to a building.
All aspects of this topic are better explained by way of a paper that was published as a
‘letter to the editor’ in March 2009 issue of Natural Hazards Observer, which is
reproduced below:
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END OF PAPER //--//
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